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Abstract. A variant of the power method is analyzed, and a geometric description of the orbits 
is given. Comparisons are made to the standard power method. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let us consider a real m x m matrix with eigenvalues IX,\ > \A,( >_ ... >_ \A,(. We will 
say that X1 is a dominant eigenvalue if in addition to the above we have that IAll > IAzI; 
if A1 has multiplicity r and 1X,( > [&+I 1, then we will say that X1 is a repeated dominant 
eigenvalue. If X1, X2 are a complex conjugate pair and IX,\ > lXz\ then we will say that X1, 
X2 are a dominant complex conjugate pair. 
If A is a non-defective matrix, then the power method for approximating the dominant 
eigenvalue of A is [l] 
%+I = A * ok vk+l =A*y 
where vo is a given initial estimate of an eigenvector associated with X1, and pk is an element 
of &+l with maximum modulus. If vo has a non-zero projection along an eigenvector 
associated with x1, then Vk converges to such an eigenvector and pk + x1 as k -+ 00 (the 
same is true if A is defective but the convergence is very slow). Up to a change of sign, 
(with II.11 the I, norm), and in this formulation Vk need not be computed until it is needed 
(to estimate Xl). 
2. THE POWER ITERATION 
We now wish to study the power iteration 
V n+l = B * & 
Here B is a real m x m matrix, VO is a given non-zero vector, and II .[I is the 12 norm. This 
iteration is similar to the power method but was motivated by other considerations ([2]; see 
also [3, pp. 361-3621); nonetheless it provides a practical alternative to the power method 
when m is relatively small (so that the computation of the 12 norm is not too time-consuming 
compared to the computation of pk), as more information can be extracted from the power 
iteration than from the power method. 
We will first show that all iterates of the power iteration lie on a conic defined by a 
quadratic form in a symmetric positive definite matrix when B is invertible. 
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THEOREM 1. Let VO be a non-zero vector and Jet B be an invertible matrix. Then the 
iterates VI, Vz, . . . 
G=(B*BT)-? 
of the power iteration aA lie on tbe conic VT * G * V, = 1, where 
PROOF: Suppose that 
V,T*G*V,=l 
for some n and some matrix G. Then 
V:+, *G * Vn+l = 
and if we take BT * G * B = I, then we have 
V;+l * G * Vn+l = v,T * I * - 
,,:,,2 = l 
Therefore, taking G = (B * BT)-’ assures that 
V,T*G*V,=l, 
Vn > 1. Note that G is positive definite and symmetric. I 
In fact, if B is not invertible then the result is still true. By considering the Jordan normal 
form of B we can show the following: 
THEOREM 2. Consider the power iteration with VO a given non-zero vector and B a given 
m x m matrix. Suppose that B has precisely q < m null eigenvalues. Zf q = m then the 
iteration reaches zero in a finite number of steps; otherwise, the iterates V, all lie on a 
(m - q)-dimensional bypereJJipse after a finite number of iterations. 
Note that this theorem does not preclude the iteration from converging to a fixed point; it 
merely requires that all of the transient iterates lie on a given hyperellipse (except possibly 
for a finite number of iterates). In fact, fixed points e&t if a&l only-if i has a positive 
eigenvalue. For, at a fixed point V 
i.e., B*V = IlVll*V. Thus V is an eigenvector of B associated with the eigenvalue X = IlVll. 
Similarly, a negative eigenvalue gives rise to a period two cycle. Since the Jacobian of the 
transformation B -+ B * V/llVll, 
J(V)= B* (I - V * ~lllVl12) 
IIVII 
is singular [4, p. 31, these cycles are always super-attracting along at least one direction. 
3. LIMITINQ ORBITS 
It is well known that if a real matrix A has a (repeated) dominant eigenvalue then the 
power method converges to an eigenvector associated with this eigenvalue. It is also well 
known that a dominant complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues gives a non-convergent itera- 
tion from which the eigenvalues may be estimated by a least-squares procedure [5,6]. In both 
cases it is assumed that the initial estimate wc has a non-zero projection along an eigenvector 
associated with the dominant eigenvalue; in practice, round-off errors will usually introduce 
such a component if it is lacking [l]. We now wish to examine the asymptotic orbits of 
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the power iteration. Using the approach commonly taken in deriving the power method, 
we suppose that B is a non-defective matrix and let xl, . . . , x, be a set of eigenvectors 
associated with XI, . . . , A,,.,, respectively. Then any starting vector VO may be written as 
VO =c&Xi 
i=l 
where oi is the projection of VO onto zi. Computing the power iteration 
gives 
Vn 3 1. Now suppose that Ar is a repeated dominant eigenvalue with multiplicity r 1 1. 
Removing the factor of A? from the numerator and A?-’ from the denominator, we have 
7n 2 oi Xi + 0(X,+1/X1)” 
v, = Ilk =l I 
II f: ai Xi + O(&+l/Al)“-‘(1 ’ 
k=l 
where 
In the limit, we have that 
( > 
n-l 
7n==1 $ * 
v _ %3(mXl+-**+QrXr) 
n - 11WXl +-**+%xrll 
= 799, 
where x is a unit vector in span (21, . . . , x,}. Since A1 is real, ^fn = Ar Vn if Ar > 0, 
and ‘Y,, = f)rr alternately, if A1 < 0. Thus a positive (repeated) dominant eigenvalue gives 
rise to a fixed point, and a negative (repeated) dominant eigenvalue gives rise to a period 
two cycle. Of course, if or = . . . = a, = 0, then we begin our analysis anew by asking if 
x r+l is dominant and cr,+l # 0; again, in actual computations, it is likely that a non-zero 
component along some xi, 1 5 i 2 r, would eventually be introduced. 
Continuing this analysis, we have the following theorem for non-defective matrices: 
THEOREM 3. Consider the power iteration Vn+l = B * V~/llVnll, where B is a real square 
matrix and VO is a given non-zero vector. Suppose that VO has a non-zero projection along an 
eigenvector of B associated with an eigenvalue of maximum modulus. Then the asymptotic 
behavior of the iteration is ss follows: 
i) if B has a repeated positive dominant eigenvalue then the iteration converges to a fixed 
point; 
ii) if B has a repeated negative dominant eigenvalue then the iteration converges to a 
symmetric period two cycle; 
iii) if B has both positive and negative repeated dominant eigedvalues then the iteration 
tends to a period two cycle; 
iw) if B has a complex conjugate dominant eigenvalue then the iteration tends to a period 
n cycle if the eigenvalues are a multiple of an n th root of unity, and is aperiodic otherwise; 
v) if B has multiple complex conjugate dominant eigenvalues and multiple real dominant 
eigenvalues then the iteration tends to a periodic cycle with period equal to the least common 
multiple of the periods of the individual eigenvalues, or is aperiodic if any complex conjugate 
pair is aperiodic. 
This theorem also applies to the asymptotic behavior of defective matrices, although the 
convergence is much slower. We then require that VO have a non-zero projection along a 
principal vector [5] associated with the dominant eigenvalue. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
The analysis of csses which led to Theorem 3 can easily be extended to complex matrices 
with a dominant eigenvalue. In addition, Theorem 3 does not depend on the norm used in 
the iteration and hence the results are applicable to the power method using the I, norm 
(as opposed to the true power method which uses the signed 1, norm). 
We mention that when the orbit is periodic with period n, the geometric mean of the 
norms of n consecutive iterates tends to 1x11. We also conjecture that the iteration 
V n+l =13* 1,211, 
(the power method with I, norm) has the property that all iterates asymptotically lie on 
a square centered at the origin (a 1 o. conic with respect to some rotation of the axes). 
Computer-graphical evidence suggests that the transient iterates disappear rapidly. There 
may be applications to computational geometry due to Theorem 1. 
Although calculating llV[l 2 is more computationally intensive than finding an element of 
V with maximum modulus, we nonetheless feel that the power iteration has advantages over 
the power method for real matrices with possibly complex conjugate eigenvalues, when the 
dimension of the matrix is moderate. 
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